TOXAPHENE METHYL PARATHION

6-3

CONTAINS 6% TOXAPHENE 3 LBS. METHYL PARATHION PER CALBON

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Toxaphene* ........ 52.3
O-Dimethyl O-p-Nitrophenyl-1-Phosphorothioate .26.1
Xylene .............. 13.8
Sulfur ............... 7.8

INERT INGREDIENTS
Total .............. 100.0

*Technical Chlorinated Camphor (Chloratone 3160) 60% by weight

DANGER POISON
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

ANTIDOTE AND FIRST AID TREATMENT

CALL A PHYSICIAN AT ONCE IN ALL CASES OF SUSPECTED PARA THION POISONING SYMPTOMS. SEE PHYSICIAN'S NOTE BELOW.

INHALATION: Remove patient from contaminated area, keep him in
continous observation. If alveolar edema is evident, and the patient
is responsive, administer oxygen or a positive pressure respirator.

SKIN: Immediately scrub off contaminated clothing, wash skin with soap
and water for 15 minutes. Avoid oral or nasal aspiration. If damage to
skin is evident, administer antihistamine and glucocorticoidcreams.

INTERNAL: Wash swallowed liquid by giving 1 to 2 glasses of water
immediately. Have patient lie down and keep quiet after vomiting. Don't
wait for doctor. Administration of emetics or lavage is
contraindicated. If symptoms include nausea, vomiting, or pain, apply
oral or rectal Antacids. If Parathion symptoms are evident

NEVER GIVE ANYTHING BY MOUTH TO AN UNCONSCIOUS PATIENT.

PHYSICIAN'S NOTE: Wash exposed skin with soap and water. If skin
symptoms are evident, administer Antihistamine and glucocorticoid
creams. If Parathion symptoms are evident, administer Antacids.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

Never apply to food or produce. Always wear protective clothing
while applying this product. Wash hands thoroughly after handling.

DANGEROUS TO FISH.

Do not apply within 100 feet of a stream, lake, pond or other source
of water used for irrigation or drinking purposes. Never apply to
wettable or surface waters. Never apply within 100 feet of a
fish spawning area or fishing stream. Use only according to these
DIRECTIONS.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
PHENE METHYL PARATHION EC 6-3

CONTAINS 6% V. V. TOXAPHEN
6 LBS METHYL PARATHION PER GALLON

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS
Toxaphene*.............
O-Dimethyl O-p-Nitrophenyl Phosphorothioate

Inert Ingredients

Total

DANGER
POISON
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

EQUIPMENT
Wear protective clothing, including boots, shoes, rubber gloves, and a long-sleeved shirt and pants. Avoid breathing dust or mist. Avoid contact with the eyes or skin. Wash hands thoroughly after handling.

PRECAUTIONS
Wear protective clothing, including boots, shoes, rubber gloves, and a long-sleeved shirt and pants. Avoid breathing dust or mist. Avoid contact with the eyes or skin. Wash hands thoroughly after handling.

DANGER
POISON
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

*Technical Chlorinated Carboxin 5% content 67-68%